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Cybersecurity is a difficult and complex field. The technical, political and legal questions
surrounding it are complicated, often stretching a spectrum of diverse technologies,
varying legal bodies, different political ideas and responsibilities. Cybersecurity is
intrinsically interdisciplinary, and most activities in one field immediately affect the others.
Technologies and techniques, strategies and tactics, motives and ideologies, rules and
laws, institutions and industries, power and money – all of these topics have a role to play
in cybersecurity, and all of these are tightly interwoven.
The SpringerBriefs in Cybersecurity series is comprised of two types of briefs: topic- and
country-specific briefs. Topic-specific briefs strive to provide a comprehensive coverage
of the whole range of topics surrounding cybersecurity, combining whenever possible
legal, ethical, social, political and technical issues. Authors with diverse backgrounds
explain their motivation, their mindset, and their approach to the topic, to illuminate
its theoretical foundations, the practical nuts and bolts and its past, present and future.
Country-specific briefs cover national perceptions and strategies, with officials and
national authorities explaining the background, the leading thoughts and interests
behind the official statements, to foster a more informed international dialogue.
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